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Visit HASE BIKES at the Eurobike show in Friedrichshafen, Germany,
from August 26-29, 2015: Open Air Grounds B7/1

Hase Bikes is introducing the new PINO STEPS with mid-drive system.

The Bike for Everything You Love!
Biking, alone or with a friend, child, or partner, fetching beverages for the meeting, or picking up
your little one from nursery school on your way home from work. No other bike is as versatile as
the PINO STEPS.
The rider on the rear upright seat has everything under control. The passenger or “co-pilot” sits
completely relaxed in front. Both enjoy a panoramic, unrestricted view. The PORTER RACK on the
lower frame offers space for large cargo. If you’re riding alone, you can further increase your
cargo-carrying capacity with the new, lovingly designed CITY BAG on the front seat. And if the
going gets tough with all that cargo: simply switch on the Shimano STEPS mid-drive system with
the touch of a button on the handlebar display.
The PINO STEPS, developed by Marec Hase and his team of engineers, is even effortless to ride
with heavy loads. The 50 Nm of torque pull you up any hill and take the sweat out of cargo or child
transport. Thanks to the frame’s low and central center of gravity, the PINO handles like a dream,
and the mid-drive system harmonizes perfectly with one or two riders – with no noise or vibration.
“Everyone I’ve shown the bike to has been amazed at how seamlessly the e-motor is integrated
into the PINO frame,” explained Hase Bikes dealer Monika Schwarz.
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The PINO STEPS is the most versatile bike for errands in the city and excursions to the
countryside. Riding fun, alone or as a couple, with the capacity to carry along everything you need:
father and daughter taking their herb and flower seedlings with them to the garden project or two
lovebirds riding to the lake for a relaxing evening with wine and a picnic blanket. The cameraman
on his way to a film shoot in the park can pack all of his equipment in the optional 80-liter CITY
BAG on the front seat. With its short wheelbase, the PINO is almost as maneuverable as a singleseater. “Regardless of how much cargo it’s carrying, the PINO is always unbelievably fun to ride.”
Monika Schwarz was amazed at how easy it was to taxi around her 15-year-old son, Darius, when
he hurt his foot and couldn’t pedal. For children from approx. 3’3” (100 cm) in height, there is also
an optional children’s crankset that can be mounted in two minutes flat. And when your little tyke is
tuckered out – no problem. The front passenger, be it adult or child, has a freewheel. Thanks to the
special positioning of the two seats, it’s easy for the riders to discuss which picnic site is best, chat
about the latest news from nursery school, or share their thoughts and impressions from the tour.
The PINO STEPS is the bike for everything you love!

Pictures:
Note: These photos can be downloaded in high-quality format via the following link:
http://www.amedes.de/ftp/hasebikes/Pino.zip
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PINO STEPS

The new PINO STEPS with mid-drive system is pure riding fun: be it solo or tandem, with or
without cargo.

PINO STEPS in action

Riding together, sharing experiences and fun: with the children's crankset, the ride to the
countryside is a team adventure. And the STEPS motor guarantees riding fun, even on longer trips
and with heavy loads.
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CITY BAG

For all PINOs, with or without motor, the City Bag will be available from 2016. It can hold
a whole lot of groceries or supplies, and is super practical to use. The waterproof

About HASE BIKES
In 2014, HASE BIKES celebrated its 20th anniversary. Since 1994, company founder
Marec Hase has been developing innovative tandems and recumbent bikes and trikes that
offer exceptional practicality and versatility, along with unparalleled riding fun. The
KETTWIESEL “cornering machine” has since attained cult status, and the PINO tandem is
the most widely used touring tandem in the world – as well as the most versatile family taxi
on two wheels. The KLIMAX trike, with e-assist and Foldable Fairing, is the first fullythought-through concept for all-weather commuting by pedal power. The HASE BIKES
manufacturing facility, with more than 40 employees, is situated on the historical grounds of
the former coalmine Zeche Waltrop in the middle of the famous German Ruhr district. Visit
www.hasebikes.com for information on the latest HASE BIKES specials and the ideas
behind the concepts.
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